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Vision-based localization, mapping and navigation is often performed by search-
ing for corresponding image points and estimating the epipolar geometry. It is
known that the possible relative poses of a camera mounted on a mobile robot that
moves over a planar ground floor, has two degrees of freedom. This report provides
insight in the problem of estimating the exact planar robot pose difference using
only two image point correspondences. We describe an algorithm which uses this
minimal set of correspondences termed the Two-point algorithm. It is shown that
sometimes two non-degenerate correspondences do not define a unique relative
robot pose, but lead to two possible real solutions. The algorithm is especially
useful as hypothesis generator for the well known RANSAC (RANdom SAmple
Consensus) method. The algorithm is evaluated using both simulated data and
data acquired by a mobile robot equipped with an omnidirectional camera. The
improvement over existing methods is analogous to the improvement of the well
known Five-point algorithm over other algorithms for general non-planar camera
motions.
Keywords: computer vision, robot localization, robot pose estimation
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Section 1 Introduction 1

1 Introduction

Robots are often equipped with a vision sensor to perform a wide variety of tasks, including basic
robot tasks such as localization [11], navigation[3] and mapping[6]. At the basis of these tasks
is the ability of the robot to estimate its relative pose. A common approach to the problem
of vision based pose estimation is by sets of image point correspondences. From these point
correspondences the epipolar geometry can be determined, which can be decomposed into the
3d direction of the translation and 3d rotation of the robot.

In the domain of mobile robotics the motion is usually more constrained, because the robots
often drive over a more or less planar ground floor. It is known that in this situation only two
point correspondences are needed to estimate the relative robot pose [15]. In [9] the existence of
a closed form algorithm that uses the minimal amount of two correspondences was first proposed
and briefly described. To our knowledge this is the only algorithm known to solve the planar
two point problem.

In this report we give the full derivation of this closed form algorithm. We make the novel
insight that the number of possible solutions for the problem is sometimes two and thus the
algorithm sometimes results in two possible sets of parameters. Finally, we compare the algo-
rithm with a variation of the well known 8-point, which uses 3 point correspondences and can
be considered as the standard algorithm to estimate the planar from two images. [5, 11, 15]

For evaluation we use simulated data as well as data acquired by a mobile robot taken in a
real home environment. For all datasets we use a omnidirectiona vision sensor constructed from
an ordinary camera and a hyperbolic mirror [2]. Nevertheless, the algorithm could just as well
be applied to other vision systems including conventional cameras.

The rest of the article is structured as follows. First in Section 2 we give an overview of
related work. Then in Section 3 it is explained why two point correspondences are sufficient
for planar pose estimation and why an algorithm using only two correspondences is useful. In
Section 4 the complete derivation of the algorithm is given. The experiments for evaluating the
algorithm are described in Section 5. Finally we discuss the results of the experiments and draw
conclusions in Section 6.

2 Related work

The common approach of determining the relative pose using two images taken by a calibrated
camera is by estimating the Essential matrix [12]. Brooks describes how the Essential matrix can
be simplified in case of different motion constraints of stereo camera rig [5]. One such constraint
is where the camera rotation axis is perpendicular to the baseline of the rig, which corresponds
to the planar motion constraints. This simplified Essential matrix can be estimated using 3 point
correspondences and is used in various robot localization and navigation systems [15, 11, 3].

In [15] Ort́ın made the observation that for determining the planar motion of a calibrated
camera only 2 point correspondences are needed. Among the various proposed methods for
motion estimation one algorithm uses this insight. However, it uses an iterative method to find
a solution and a proof of convergence is omitted.

Goedemé does propose a closed form solution for the planar estimation problem using two
correspondences [9]. However, the method is only briefly described and some of the insights
necessary for implementing and using the method are omitted. In this report we describe and
the evaluate the method thoroughly.

A group of algorithms that is strongly related to robot pose estimation tries to compute a
so called homing vector given an image of the goal position [1, 8]. These heuristic methods only
use the horizontal projection of the landmarks and therefor cannot compute the exact relative
robot poses given any number of correspondences (see Section 3) [8]. This is also due to the
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use of cone or sphere shaped mirrors which create a panoramic view but make reprojection of
images points impossible[2]. In our experiments we use a hyperbolic mirror which does preserve
centrality of the vision system.

3 Problem description

This section describes the problem of estimating the relative planar robot pose using two images
and explains why it is useful to have an algorithm that uses only two correspondences.

3.1 Two degrees of freedom, two point correspondences

For general motion the problem of estimating the relative pose given two images has 5 degrees of
freedom, namely 3 for a 3d translation, plus 3 for a 3d rotation, minus 1 for the scale ambiguity.
Every point correspondence in the images can remove one degree of freedom by providing one
variable of information, namely 4 for the 2D pixel-locations for both images, minus 3 for the
unknown 3d position of the corresponding world point). So for general motion, in order to solve
the relative pose problem at least 5 point correspondence are needed. Hence the wide use of
the Five-Point Algorithm proposed by Nister [14]. If the 5 correspondences lie in a degenerate
formation, for example if 4 of them were caused by landmarks lying on a plane, then an infinite
amount of solutions is possible. We will ignore these cases for the rest of the report. The 5
points do not define a unique solution but can be the result of up to 10 possible relative poses.
As we will see in Subsection 3.2 this does not make the algorithm useless.

When we restrict the camera to move over a planar surface the number of degrees of freedom
of the motion drops to 2, namely 2 for a 2d translation, 1 for a 2d rotation, minus 1 for the scale
ambiguity. Using the same reasoning as for the general motion, this problem with 2 degrees
of freedom can be solved using the minimum of 2 point correspondences. As we shall see in
Section 4 the number of solutions for the relative pose problem will be 2.

Note that when we only take the horizontal image point coordinates into account (as is the
case in homing algorithms) then we can not extract any quantitative information from seen
landmarks. Every point correspondence would give 2 pieces of information minus 2 for the
unknown position planar position of the landmark.

3.2 Two is better than three

It is evident that if only two point correspondences are available, then an algorithm using only
these two correspondences is necessary to compute the relative camera pose. However, salient
point matching techniques, such as the SIFT (Scale Invariant Feature Transform) method, usu-
ally generate in the order of a thousand point correspondences[13]. Depending on the difference
between the two images with respect to light conditions, view angle and changes in the envi-
ronment, the set of point correspondences will have a certain percentage of mismatches. This
can be resolved by using a robust estimator that can cope with a high percentage of outliers.
A method that is particularly robust against a high percentage of outliers is the RANSAC al-
gorithm (RANdom SAmple Consensus) [16, 10], which nowadays is the standard method for
estimating the epipolar geometry from images.

RANSAC estimates a large number of candidate solutions for the epipolar geometry problem
and chooses that solution that agrees with the highest number of point correspondences. Each
candidate is computed given a randomly selected subset of point correspondences. Each candi-
date is then used to compute an error for the complete set of correspondences. The candidate
with the highest number of correspondences with an error below a hard set threshold, is picked
as the best fitting model. A common choice for the error measure is the residual error which is
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Figure 1: Comparison of the performance of the RANSAC when using a two point algorithm and
a three point algorithm. The number of candidates N was set to the typical value of 100. Two
versions of two points are shown, one for an algorithm which provides a unique solution and one
which provides 2 solutions in 50% of the time (k = 1.5), which is more realistic as explained in
Section 4.

easy to compute using the epipolar geometry or the somewhat more involved Sampson distance
(see [16, 10] for a discussion of these measures).

The rationale of RANSAC is that at least one of the candidate solutions is computed from
only good point correspondences and will thus have a large number of fitting correspondences
in the complete set. The chance of RANSAC picking at least one subset of only good feature
matches in a certain amount of iterations N is given by:

p = 1 − (1 − ws)(
N

k
) , (1)

where w the percentage of good correspondences, s the size of the subset and k the number of
solutions for one iteration. As can be seen p depends exponentially on s, so it is beneficial to
choose it as small as possible. And that is why it is important to use an algorithm that needs
the minimal number of correspondences. In Figure 1 Equation 1 is used to show the advantage
of using an algorithm that uses two correspondences as opposed to the standard algorithm that
uses three correspondences. As can be seen the largest gain of using a two point algorithm is
for a high percentage of outliers between 70% and 95%

4 Two-Point Algorithm

This section gives the complete derivation of the Two Point Algorithm. We assume that two
images were taken at two different location L and R and that in both images we detect two
landmarks named F1 and F2, see Figure 2. The goal is to compute the relative heading θ and
the relative rotation ω as shown in Figure 2(a).

For both landmarks we can compute the vertical and horizontal angles of the light rays as
they hit the camera surface using the camera model of the used vision system. We denoted the
vertical angles with an α, αL1 and αL2 for the landmarks seen in camera L and αR1 and αR2

for the landmarks seen in camera R (see Figure 2(c)). The horizontal angles are denoted with
β’s using the same scheme (see Figure 2(a)). Note that we placed a minus in front of βR2 to
indicate that the angle from R to F1 is negative in this example.

We will now try to find enough parameters of the quadrangle (also known as a tetragon)
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Figure 2: Schematic drawings showing the variables involved in the two-point algorithm. (a),(b)
both top-views in which distances and angles are measured only in 2d (parallel to the ground-
floor). (c) A frontal view, in which the α’s are the downward looking angles and horizontal lines
denote the distances in 2d (parallel to the ground-floor).
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formed by the points L-F2-R-F1, as seen in Figure 2(b), to compute the angles of the triangle
between one of the landmarks and the robot poses. In the example we chose the triangle L-F1-R.

We can compute the angles of the quadrangle at L and R by taking the differences δL and
δR between both pairs of β’s for the cameras:

δL = βL2 − βL1 (2)

δR = βR2 − βR1 (3)

The distances from the two views two the landmarks can not be determined, but the ratio
between these distances can be determined using the vertical view angles. In Figure 2(c)) it can
be easily seen that the ratio between the distance from view L to landmark F1 and from view
R to landmark F1, denoted by c1, is the same as the ratios of the tangents of the vertical view
angles. The same holds for landmark F2:

c1 =
tan(αL1)

tan(αR1)
(4)

c2 =
tan(αL2)

tan(αR2)
(5)

We now have enough parameters to determine the shape of the quadrangle, except for the
scale which can not be determined from point correspondences. Without loss of generality we
set one of the distances, namely the one from view L to landmark F1, to 1

d1 ≡ 1 (6)

The ratio between distances from view L to landmarks F1 and F2 can be computed with
the use of the distance between landmark F1 and F2 denoted with e. The distance e can be
expressed in two ways using the left triangle L-F1-F2 and the right triangle R-F1-F2 by applying
the Law of Cosines:

e2 = 1 + d2

2
− 2d2 cos(δL) (7)

e2 = c2

1
+ c2

2
d2

2
− 2c1c2d2 cos(δR) (8)

Equating the right parts of equations 7 and 8 gives a second order polynomial in d2:

1 + d2

2
− 2d2 cos(δL) = c2

1
+ c2

2
d2

2
− 2c1c2d2 cos(δR) (9)

(

1 − c2

2

)

d2

2
− 2 (cos(δL) − c1c2 cos (δR)) d2 + 1 − c2

1
= 0 (10)

This can be solved using the quadratic formula:

a = 1 − c2

2
(11)

b = −2(cos(δL) − c1c2 cos(δR)) (12)

c = 1 − c2

1
(13)

d2 =
−b ±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
(14)

As can be seen this results in two solutions for d2, which indicates that given two point corre-
spondences there are two possible solutions for the relative pose. The rest of the derivation has
to be performed using both these values.

Using the distances d1 and d2 we can calculate distance between the two landmarks:

e =
√

1 + d2

2
− 2d2 cos(δL) (15)
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For one of the two possible values for d2, e can turn out to be imaginary. In that case only one
solution can be computed. This happens in exactly 50% of percent of the cases. A proof for
this is omitted.

Using again the Law of Cosines the angles φL and φR can be calculated:

φL = arccos

(

d2

2
− e2 − 1

−2e

)

(16)

φR = arccos

(

c2

2
d2

2
− e2 − c2

1

−2c1e

)

(17)

The angle L-F1-R is not always a simple addition of these two angles as is the case in the given
example. It depends on the shape of the quadrangle:

φ = φL + φR if δL < π and δR > π (18)

φ = φL − φR if δL < π and δR < π (19)

φ = −φL + φR if δL > π and δR > π (20)

φ = −φL − φR if δL > π and δR < π (21)

From the angle φ we can compute γL using the atan2 function to get an angle in the range
[0, 2π〉:

γL = atan(c1 sin(φ), 1 − c1 cos(φ)) (22)

Using the horizontal angles of the landmarks as seen in the images we can now compute the
heading:

θ = βL1 + γL (23)

And the rotation is computed using the quadrangle with the points L, F1, R and the intersection
of the direction of R and L:

ω = −βR1 + βL1 − φ (24)

4.1 Implementation

The complete algorithm as given by equations (2)-(5) and (11)-(24), taking account of the two
possible solutions, can be applied on every two distinct point correspondences. However for a
robust implemention which handles noisy point correspondences and mismatches one has to be
cautious. Most implementations of the arc cosine function return a complex number if called
with a variable which has an absolute value higher than 1. This could happen for some noisy
pair of point correspondences.

Also it could happen that c1 or c2 become negative if a point correspondence resulting from
a mismatch has a positive vertical angle in one view and a negative vertical angle in the other.
These mismatches can be discarded by checking the sign of c1 and c2.

When the algorithm is applied in RANSAC, the residual or the Sampson distance can be
used to compute the error for a set of point correspondence given a heading and a rotation.
Usually this is done through a parameterization of the epipolar geometry called the essential
matrix. This 3x3 matrix can be constructed as follows:

E =







0 0 sin(ω − θ)
0 0 cos(ω − θ)

sin(θ) − cos(θ) 0






(25)
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Figure 3: Comparison of robustness of the Two-Point algorithm and the Three-Point Algorithm
to a increasing percentage of outliers.

5 Experiments

The Two-Point algorithm is evaluated using both simulated data and data acquired by a our
robot in a challenging home environment. It is compared to the commonly used variant of the
well-known 8 point algorithm, which also assumes planar motion (see [15]).

For both methods the estimated heading of the translation is used for comparison, while it
is much more sensitive to noise than the rotation [14]. The error of the estimated heading is
computed by taking the absolute difference with the ground truth heading, which is available in
both sets. Because these error values are not normally distributed, the standard deviation is not
very descriptive. Instead we use a different error measure, namely the percentage of estimates
with an error smaller than a threshold.

While omnidirectional vision has proven itself in robot localization tasks and is used more
and more, we used a catadioptric vision system for capturing images. For the simulated data
we simulate our omnidirectional vision system. The upward view angle is 28 degrees and the
downward view angle 55 degrees. Horizontally the view is 360 degrees

5.1 Simulated data

The simulator consists of a uniformly random spherical point cloud of 100 3D points. Two view
points are randomly picked from a circle that lies in the center of the point cloud with a radius
two times smaller than that of the point cloud.

All the points in the point cloud are projected on a cylinder shaped panorama with a radius
of 1 around the viewing point where a certain amount of noise added. A set of point correspon-
dences is then constructed by matching a certain amount of image points that are projections
of different points in the point cloud, thus artificially adding mismatches to the set.

5.1.1 Robustness against mismatches

We now vary the number mismatches that are added to the set while keeping the noise on a fixed
value of 0.2. In Figure 3 we see that the Two-Point algorithm has the same good performance
as the Three-Point algorithm until the percentage of mismatches crosses the 80%. At 90% also
the performance of Two-Point algorithm starts to drop.
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Figure 4: Comparison of robustness of the Two-Point algorithm and the Three-Point Algorithm
to a increasing non planar motion.

The graph looks very similar to the theoretical result depicted in Figure 1. While the chance
of picking 2 good correspondences with 90% outliers is still at 97%, the change of picking 3 good
correspondences has dropped to 58%.

5.1.2 Robustness against non planar motion

Another interesting experiment is to see what happens if the assumption of planar motion is
not valid. In real applications there will never be a completely flat surface. So we add an
varying amount of non planar pose difference to the robot poses. The noise level was again set
to 0.2 and the percentage of mismatches to 80%. In Figure 4 we see that the performance of
both the Two-Point algorithm and the Three-Point algorithm decrease fast under non planar
motion. With 1 degree of non planar motion (0.017radians) the number of good estimations has
halved. An angular change of one degree seems small, but for roads this means a change of 2%
in steepness, which is quite uncommon. Also the difference between the Two-Point Algorithm
and the Three-Point Algorithm decreases with more out of plane motion.

As a reference, we have also plotted the performance of the well known 8 point algorithm
for general motion [16, 10], which does not assume planar motion, hence it is not influenced by
the non planar motion. Nevertheless the performance of the 8 point algorithm is worse because
it has more parameters to estimate and can not cope with the high number of mismatches.

As can be seen both planar pose estimators decrease to the same level as the more general
estimator after adding 3 degrees of out of plane motion.

5.1.3 Partial solutions

Because the solution space is only 2 dimensional, we can depict it easily, see Figure 5, with the
axes corresponding to the heading θ and the rotations ω. As explained in Section 3 every point
correspondence removes one degree of freedom. In the figure it becomes clear what this entails.
We simulated two robot poses with the same rotation and heading zero. For various random
world points and its resulting point correspondence we plotted the curve of all possible robot
poses that could have caused that correspondence. The curves were generated by sampling a
second mismatching correspondence randomly and feeding them to the Two-point algorithm.
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Figure 5: Depicted is the complete solution space with all possible headings θ on the horizontal
axis and rotations ω on the vertical axis. Every curve through solution space resulted from one
point correspondence.

The curves all intersect in the correct solution for the robot pose with zero heading and zero
rotation. When looking closely it can be seen that some pairs of curves intersect each other a
second time somewhere in solution space. This again shows that two correspondences define two
possible solutions.

5.2 Real home environment

The algorithm was also tested on a dataset taken in a real home environment. The omnidirec-
tional images were acquired under changing light conditions while the robot was driving around.
Because the robot was heavily loaded it leaned over during driving. In total 401 images were
taken1 Besides images the robot also took laser range scans which were used as input for a
SLAM algorithm providing us with accurate ground truth pose information[7]. These were used
to compute the ground truth heading for evaluation.

From the images random pairs were picked for evaluation. Point correspondences between
the two images were found as follows. First Harris corners were extracted from both images
using the Intel OpenCV library and a 81-dimensional descriptor of the corner point was formed
by taking an image patch of 9 by 9 pixels around it. Then matching features were found between
the images by finding the first and second nearest neighbor in feature space using the Euclidean
distance. Two features match if the first nearest neighbor is at least 0.8 closer than the second
nearest neighbor, as described in [13].

Again the Two-Point algorithm and the Three-Point algorithm are applied, see Figure 6
for the resulting inlying features of an example image pair. Results from image pairs aqcuired
with a distance of more than 5 meters were discarded, as the visual overlap was to small. For
image pairs taken at a distance smaller than 5 meters the average(std deviation) percent of pose
estimates with an error below .5 is 53.5(21.7) for the Three-Point algorithm and 55.1(21.1) for
the Two-Point algorithm.

The performance of Two-point algorithm was slightly better than that of the Three-point
algorithm. However, the difference was not significant. The performance increase as apparent
for the simulated data could not be reached for the real robot data. This is possibly due to the

1This dataset is available at http://www2.science.uva.nl/sites/cogniron/fs2hsc/Data/Home1/run1/.
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Figure 6: An example pair of images. The boxes indicate the Harris features and the lines denote
features that satisfy the relative orientation found by the Two-Point algorithm.

fact that the robot leaned over while driving through the environment violating the planarity
assumption. Another possible cause is the relatively high number of inliers. Although the
lighting conditions were challenging the environment was static and feature rich.

6 Conclusion

We investigated the problem of estimating the relative planar robot pose given two images. An
algorithm was given that computes this relative pose using only 2 point correspondences found in
the images. We have shown that the algorithm is robust to a high number of mismatching point
correspondences if used in the hypothesize and verify scheme of RANSAC. It is much more
robust than the now standard algorithm used for relative pose estimation under the planar
constraint, the Three-Point algorithm.

It is shown that the problem does sometimes not define a single robot pose, put 2 real
robot poses. This should be resolved using a robust estimator, for example RANSAC. Another
interesting idea is to use a Hough transform to find a robust solution. Because the search space
has only 2 dimensions, maintaining a histogram would not be very demanding, as would be the
case for general non planar motion. This idea has been recently developed in [4].

Further experiments show that the performance of both the standard algorithm and the
described algorithm decreased to that of the general non planar 8-point algorithm if planarity
assumption is violated with more than 5 degrees of rotation. This is probably also the reason
why it is not significantly better than the Three-Point algorithm for the conducted real robot
experiments. If performance of the algorithm suffers from the load of the robot, then it is better
to stop driving while taking images.
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